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New chapter on GEF
To the millions of developers, engineers, and users all over the world, Eclipse is an extensible platform for tool integration. To the hundreds of thousands of commercial customers using it to develop plug-ins or complete tool platforms, Eclipse represents a proven, reliable, scalable technology on which commercial products can be quickly designed, developed, and deployed.

To the thousands of students and researchers, Eclipse represents a stable platform for innovation, freedom, and experimentation. To all these individuals, groups, and organizations, Eclipse is a vendor-neutral platform for tool integration supported by a diverse Eclipse Ecosystem.

The Eclipse vendor-neutral platform is built on industry standards, which support a wide range of tools, platforms, and languages. The Eclipse Technology is royalty-free and has worldwide redistribution rights. The platform was designed from a clean slate to be extensible and to provide exemplary tools. Eclipse development is based on rules of open source engagements. This includes open, transparent, merit-based, and collaborative development. All individuals can participate and contribute. All plans are developed in the public arena. This platform and the open source development process creates an environment for creativity, originality, and freedom. Eclipse is unparalleled in today’s software-tool environment.

The software-tool industry is undergoing massive changes from the commoditization of the technology to the company consolidation. New technology efforts are being redesigned, while a common set of tooling infrastructure is adopted as an industry standard. Successful developers and development paradigms are being challenged to adopt new skills and new, more efficient methods. Old business models are being challenged with free software, and new business models are being developed.
The software-tool industry is deeply appreciative of Eric Clayberg and Dan Rubel for this authoritative book. This book provides the knowledge base so that developers, engineers, and users can learn and use the Eclipse Technology. This enables them to respond to these technology and industry change agents.

Eric and Dan leverage long careers of building software tooling. They each have extensive experience with using Smalltalk for twenty years, Java for thirteen years, and Eclipse for nine years. They have developed extensive vendor and customer relationships that enable them to experience firsthand the necessary elements for building successful software. They are able to combine this direct knowledge of the technology with the experiences of the users to create a book that provides an in-depth description of the process to build commercial-quality Eclipse extensions.

This book provides an introduction and overview to the new developer of the entire process of plug-in development, including all the best practices to achieve high-quality results. This is a reference book for experienced Eclipse developers. It discusses the APIs and demonstrates many samples and examples. Detailed tutorials are provided for both new and experienced developers. Eric and Dan leverage their broad knowledge of user interface (UI) development and present the Eclipse SWT UI. This establishes the building blocks for all Eclipse UI development. These authors articulate the development challenges of building tool software and establish proven in-depth solutions to the problems.

If you are a developer, engineer, or user wishing to build or use Eclipse, this book provides both a foundation and reference. It also provides the intellectual foundation to contribute to the open source Eclipse project and to develop commercial software.

—Skip McGaughey
In the 1990s, when Java was in its infancy, learning the Java class libraries involved studying a handful of classes in four or five packages. The Java class libraries have grown in size and complexity, presenting a significant problem to developers wishing to learn Java today. Just like Java, the Eclipse platform has necessarily grown over the years, and therefore considerably more time and effort is required to learn Eclipse 3.4 than its predecessors. One of the principles of the Eclipse platform is that a plug-in should integrate seamlessly with the workbench and with other plug-ins. To achieve seamless integration, it is necessary for plug-in developers to understand the best practices, conventions, and strategies related to building software for Eclipse. *Eclipse Plug-ins* covers everything you need to know to develop Eclipse plug-ins of which you will be proud.

Through the development of a Favorites plug-in, the Eclipse Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT) and JFace frameworks are thoroughly discussed, teaching you how to build professional-looking user interfaces such as views, editors, preferences pages, and dialogs. In addition to stock-in-trade subjects, such as user-interface design, lesser-understood Eclipse topics (for example, building features and product branding) are extensively covered, as well as the best discussion I have seen on using Ant to build a product from a single source that targets multiple versions of Eclipse.

Java developers new to Eclipse often have difficulty understanding the extension point mechanism and the critical link between a plug-in’s declarative manifest and the Java code necessary to implement a plug-in’s functional behavior. This book serves as a roadmap to using the Plug-in Development Environment (PDE) and the extension points defined by the Eclipse platform. It also provides the missing link that developers need to understand the
aspects of a plug-in that should be described in the manifest, how to develop a plug-in using existing extension points, and how to create new extension points to which other developers may further contribute.

When I first saw CodePro, I was both impressed with the productivity gains it brought to Eclipse and the extent to which its plug-ins integrated with the Eclipse platform. Having used CodePro for a while, it has become a part of my development toolkit that I cannot do without. By drawing on their extensive experience gained while developing CodePro, Eric and Dan have done an excellent job of capturing in this book those aspects of plug-in development necessary to create a high-quality and professional-looking Eclipse product.

—Simon Archer
When we were first exposed to Eclipse back in late 1999, we were struck by the magnitude of the problem IBM was trying to solve. IBM wanted to unify all its development environments on a single code base. At the time, the company was using a mix of technology composed of a hodgepodge of C/C++, Java, and Smalltalk.

Many of IBM’s most important tools, including the award-winning VisualAge for Java IDE, were actually written in Smalltalk—a wonderful language for building sophisticated tools, but one that was rapidly losing market share to languages like Java. While IBM had one of the world’s largest collections of Smalltalk developers, there wasn’t a great deal of industry support for it outside of IBM, and there were very few independent software vendors (ISVs) qualified to create Smalltalk-based add-ons.

Meanwhile, Java was winning the hearts and minds of developers worldwide with its promise of easy portability across a wide range of platforms, while providing the rich application programming interface (API) needed to build the latest generation of Web-based business applications. More important, Java was an object-oriented (OO) language, which meant that IBM could leverage the large body of highly skilled object-oriented developers it had built up over the years of creating Smalltalk-based tools. In fact, IBM took its premiere Object Technology International (OTI) group, which had been responsible for creating IBM’s VisualAge Smalltalk and VisualAge Java environments (VisualAge Smalltalk was the first of the VisualAge brand family and VisualAge Java was built using it), and tasked the group with creating a highly extensible integrated development environment (IDE) construction set based in Java. Eclipse was the happy result.
OTI was able to apply its highly evolved OO skills to produce an IDE unmatched in power, flexibility, and extensibility. The group was able to replicate most of the features that had made Smalltalk-based IDEs so popular the decade before, while simultaneously pushing the state of the art in IDE development ahead by an order of magnitude.

The Java world had never seen anything as powerful or as compelling as Eclipse, and it now stands, with Microsoft’s .NET, as one of the world’s premier development environments. That alone makes Eclipse a perfect platform for developers wishing to get their tools out to as wide an audience as possible. The fact that Eclipse is completely free and open source is icing on the cake. An open, extensible IDE base that is available for free to anyone with a computer is a powerful motivator to the prospective tool developer.

It certainly was to us. At Instantiations and earlier at ObjectShare, we had spent the better part of a decade as entrepreneurs focused on building add-on tools for various IDEs. We had started with building add-ons for Digitalk’s Smalltalk/V, migrated to developing tools for IBM’s VisualAge Smalltalk, and eventually ended up creating tools for IBM’s VisualAge Java (including our award-winning VA Assist product and our jFactor product, one of the world’s first Java refactoring tools). Every one of these environments provided a means to extend the IDE, but they were generally not well-documented and certainly not standardized in any way. Small market shares (relative to tools such as VisualBasic) and an eclectic user base also afflicted these environments and, by extension, us.

As an Advanced IBM Business Partner, we were fortunate to have built a long and trusted relationship with the folks at IBM responsible for the creation of Eclipse. That relationship meant that we were in a unique position to be briefed on the technology and to start using it on a daily basis nearly a year and half before the rest of the world even heard about it. When IBM finally announced Eclipse to the world in mid-2001, our team at Instantiations had built some of the first demo applications IBM had to show. Later that year when IBM released its first Eclipse-based commercial tool, WebSphere Studio Application Developer v4.0 (v4.0 so that it synchronized with its then current VisualAge for Java v4.0), our CodePro product became the very first commercial add-on available for it (and for Eclipse in general) on the same day.

Currently, the CodePro product adds hundreds of enhancements to Eclipse and any Eclipse-based IDE. Developing CodePro over the last several years has provided us with an opportunity to learn the details of Eclipse development at a level matched by very few others (with the obvious exception of the IBM and OTI developers, who eat, sleep, and breathe this stuff on a daily basis). CodePro has also served as a testbed for many of the ideas and tech-
niques presented in this book, providing us with a unique perspective from which to write.

**Goals of the Book**

This book, originally titled *Eclipse: Building Commercial-Quality Plug-ins*, provides an in-depth description of the process involved in building commercial-quality extensions for the Eclipse and the IBM Software Development Platform (SDP)—IBM’s commercial version of Eclipse—development environments. To us, “commercial-quality” is synonymous with “commercial-grade” or “high-quality.” Producing a *commercial-quality* plug-in means going above and beyond the minimal requirements needed to integrate with Eclipse. It means attending to all those details that contribute to the “fit and polish” of a commercial offering.

In the world of Eclipse plug-ins, very few people take the time to really go the extra mile, and most plug-ins fall into the open source, amateur category. For folks interested in producing high-quality plug-ins (which would certainly be the case for any software company wanting to develop Eclipse-based products), there are many details to consider. Our book is meant to encompass the entire process of plug-in development, including all the extra things that need to be done to achieve high-quality results. This book has several complementary goals:

- Provide a quick introduction to using Eclipse for new users
- Provide a reference for experienced Eclipse users wishing to expand their knowledge and improve the quality of their Eclipse-based products
- Provide a detailed tutorial on creating sophisticated Eclipse plug-ins suitable for new and experienced users

The first three chapters introduce the Eclipse development environment and outline the process of building a simple plug-in. The intention of these chapters is to help developers new to Eclipse quickly pull together a plug-in they can use to experiment with.

The first chapter, in particular, introduces the reader to the minimum set of Eclipse tools that he or she will need to build plug-ins. It is a fairly quick overview of the Eclipse IDE and relevant tools (one could write an entire book on that topic alone), and we would expect expert Eclipse users to skip that chapter entirely.

The second chapter introduces the example that we will use throughout most of the book and provides a very quick introduction to building a working plug-in from start to finish. The third chapter presents a high-level overview of the Eclipse architecture and the structure of plug-ins and extension points.
The fourth and fifth chapters cover the Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT) and JFace, which are the building blocks for all Eclipse user interfaces (UIs). These chapters can act as a stand-alone reference; they are intended to provide just enough detail to get you going. Both of these topics are rich enough to warrant entire books and several are currently available.

The subsequent chapters, comprising the bulk of this book, focus on describing each of the various aspects of plug-in development and providing the reader with in-depth knowledge of how to solve the various challenges involved. Each chapter focuses on a different aspect of the problem, and includes an overview, a detailed description, a discussion of challenges and solutions, diagrams, screenshots, cookbook-style code examples, relevant API listings, and a summary.

We have structured the book so that the most important material required for every plug-in project appears in the first half of it. Some of the packaging- and building-oriented material is placed at the end (for example, features and product builds). This organizational scheme left several topics that, while not critical to every plug-in, were important to the creation of commercial-quality plug-ins. These topics have been placed in the second half of the book in an order based on the importance of each and how it related to earlier material. Internationalization, for example, is one of those topics. It isn’t critical, and it isn’t even all that complicated when you get right down to it. It is, however, important to the book’s premise, so we felt it was a topic we needed to include. Since we aren’t assuming that the reader is an Eclipse expert (or even a plug-in developer), we have tried to take the reader through each of the important steps in as much detail as possible. While it is true that this is somewhat introductory, it is also an area that most plug-in developers totally ignore and have little or no experience with.

Sometimes a developer needs a quick solution, while at other times that same developer needs to gain in-depth knowledge about a particular aspect of development. The intent is to provide several different ways for the reader to absorb and use the information so that both needs can be addressed. Relevant APIs are included in several of the chapters so that the book can be used as a stand-alone reference during development without requiring the reader to look up those APIs in the IDE. Most API descriptions are copied or paraphrased from the Eclipse platform Javadoc.

As the originators of Eclipse and a major consumer of Eclipse-based technology, IBM is justifiably concerned that new plug-ins meet the same high-quality standards that IBM adheres to. To that end, IBM has established a rigorous Ready for Rational Software (RFRS) certification program meant to
ensure the availability of high-quality add-ons to Eclipse and the IBM Software Development Platform. RFRS certification should be one of the ultimate goals for anyone wishing to build and market Eclipse plug-ins. Every chapter covers any relevant RFRS certification criteria and strategies.

The examples provided as part of the chapters describe building various aspects of a concrete Eclipse plug-in that you will see evolve over the course of the book. When used as a reference rather than read cover-to-cover, you will typically start to look in one chapter for issues that are covered in another. To facilitate this type of searching, every chapter contains numerous cross-references to related material that appears in other chapters.

**Intended Audience**

The audience for this book includes Java tool developers wishing to build products that integrate with Eclipse and other Eclipse-based products, relatively advanced Eclipse users wishing to customize their environments, or anyone who is curious about what makes Eclipse tick. You do not need to be an expert Eclipse user to make use of this book because we introduce most of what you need to know to use Eclipse in Chapter 1, Using Eclipse Tools. While we don’t assume any preexisting Eclipse knowledge, we do anticipate that the reader is a fairly seasoned developer with a good grasp of Java and at least a cursory knowledge of extensible markup language (XML).

**Conventions Used in This Book**

The following formatting conventions are used throughout the book.

- **Bold**—the names of UI elements such as menus, buttons, field labels, tabs, and window titles
- **Italic**—emphasize new terms and Web site addresses
- **Courier**—code examples, references to class and method names, and filenames
- **Courier Bold**—emphasize code fragments
- “Quoted text”—quotation marks surrounding text indicates words to be entered by the user
What’s New in the Third Edition

In this edition, we use the same Favorites view example as in the first and second editions, but have reworked much of the content and recreated the code from scratch. Some Eclipse concepts, such as views and editors, are similar but with additional functionality and capabilities; other areas, such as commands, GEF and PDE Build have been added. The following are some of the major changes in this third edition:

**Eclipse Command Framework**
The Eclipse command framework replaces the older Action framework. Throughout the book, use of the older Action framework has been replaced with new content describing how to accomplish the same thing with the new command framework. This is most obvious in Chapter 6 where the first half of the chapter is entirely devoted to the command framework. Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 also have lots of new material describing use of commands with views and editors.

**Eclipse 3.4 and Java 5**
All of the screen shots, text and code examples throughout the book have been updated to use the latest Eclipse 3.4 API and Java 5 syntax. Chapter 1 has been overhauled to include descriptions of new capabilities in Eclipse 3.4 including a new overview of using Mylyn and discussion of new preferences. Both Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 cover cool PDE and SWT tools available in Eclipse 3.4.

**New GEF Chapter**
GEF, the Graphical Editing Framework from Eclipse.org, provides a toolkit for building dynamic interactive graphical user interface elements. Chapter 20 takes you step by step through the process of building a GEF-based view for graphically presenting the relationships between the favorites items and their underlying resources. We then go further, building a GEF-based editor with the ability to add, move, resize, and delete the graphical elements representing those favorites items.

**Put PDE Build through its paces**
Over the past several years, the PDE build process has been steadily maturing. The proprietary Ant scripts in Chapter 19 of earlier versions of our book have been completely replaced with step-by-step instructions for getting an Eclipse PDE Build process up and running to automate assembly of your product for distribution.
New “p2” update site creation description

“p2” debuts in Eclipse 3.4, replacing the older Update Manager. We take you through the process of using update sites and then building your own in Section 18.3, Update Sites, on page 679.
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CHAPTER 2

A Simple Plug-in Example

Before covering the Eclipse infrastructure (see Chapter 3) and each area of plug-in construction in-depth, it is useful to create a simple plug-in on which discussion and examples can be based. This chapter takes a step-by-step approach to creating a simple but fully operational plug-in that will be enhanced bit-by-bit during the course of this book. This process provides valuable firsthand experience using the Eclipse IDE and touches on every aspect of building and maintaining a plug-in.

2.1 The Favorites Plug-in

The Favorites plug-in, which you’ll build over the course of this book, displays a list of resources, lets you add and remove resources from the list, easily opens an editor on a selected resource, updates the list automatically as a result of events elsewhere in the system, and more. Subsequent chapters discuss aspects of plug-in development in terms of enhancements to the Favorites plug-in.

This chapter starts the process by covering the creation of the Favorites plug-in in its simplest form using the following steps:

- Creating a plug-in project
- Reviewing the generated code
- Building a product
- Installing and running the product
2.2 Creating a Plug-in Project

The first step is to create a plug-in project using the Eclipse New Project wizard. In addition to creating a new project, this wizard has a number of different code generation options, such as views, editors, and actions, for creating sample plug-in code. To keep things simple and focus only on the essentials of plug-in creation, select the Plug-in with a view option, which is discussed in the next subsection.

2.2.1 New Plug-in Project wizard

From the File menu, select New > Project to launch the New Project wizard (see Figure 2–1). On this first page of the wizard, select Plug-in Project from the list and then click the Next button.

![Figure 2–1](image)

Figure 2–1 New Project wizard page 1—selecting a project type.

On the next page of the wizard (see Figure 2–2), enter the name of the project; in this case, it’s `com.qualityeclipse.favorites`, which is the same as the Favorites plug-in identifier. Chapter 3, Eclipse Infrastructure, discusses
plug-in identifiers and other aspects of plug-in architecture in more detail. Fill in the other fields as shown and then click the Next button.

![New Plug-in Project](image)

**Figure 2–2** New Project wizard page 2—naming the project.

**Tip:** A project can be named anything, but it is easier to name it the same as the plug-in identifier. By convention, this is the plug-in project-naming scheme that the Eclipse organization uses for most of its work. Because of this, the New Project wizard assumes that the project name and the plug-in identifier are the same.

### 2.2.2 Define the plug-in

Every plug-in has a `META-INF/MANIFEST.MF` file. In addition, it may contain a `plugin.xml` file and/or a Java class that represents the plug-in programmatically. The next wizard page displays options for generating both the plug-in manifest and plug-in Java class. Supply the Plug-in ID, Plug-in Version, Plug-in Name and more for the plug-in as shown in Figure 2–3 then click the Next button.
Next, the New Plug-in Project wizard next displays the various plug-in pieces that can be automatically generated by the wizard (see Figure 2–4). There are many different options on this page for generating quite a bit of sample code. It is useful to try out each option and review the code that is generated; however for this example, select Plug-in with a view and then click the Next button.
2.2 Creating a Plug-in Project

2.2.3 Define the view

Selecting view code generation options is the next step in this process. Enter the values for this page (see Figure 2–5), uncheck the Add the view to the resource perspective and Add context help to the view (Eclipse 3.4 only) checkboxes to simplify the generated plug-in manifest file.

If you are in Eclipse 3.3, then click the Next button and uncheck each of the code generation options (see Figure 2–6). Each of these checkboxes represents code that could be generated as part of the Favorites view. These are covered in subsequent chapters. This wizard page has been removed in Eclipse 3.4 and thus the FavoritesView class generated by the wizard will contain more code than is shown in the book (see Section 2.3.3, The Favorites view, on page 84).

When you click the Finish button, the new plug-in project is created and the plug-in manifest editor is automatically opened (see Figure 2–9).
Figure 2–5  New Plug-in Project wizard page 5—defining the view.

Figure 2–6  New Plug-in Project wizard page 6—code generation options for the view (Eclipse 3.3 only)
2.3 Reviewing the Generated Code

Reviewing the code generated by the **New Plug-in Project** wizard provides a brief look at the following major parts comprising the sample plug-in.

- The plug-in manifests
- The plug-in class
- The **Favorites** view

### 2.3.1 The Plug-in manifests

The plug-in manifest editor shows the contents of the two plug-in manifest files, `META-INF/MANIFEST.MF` and `plugin.xml`, which define how this plug-in relates to all the others in the system. This editor is automatically opened to its first page (see Figure 2–9) as a result of creating a new plug-in project. If the plug-in manifest editor is closed, double-clicking on either the `META-INF/MANIFEST.MF` or the `plugin.xml` file reopens the editor. The following is an overview of the manifest editor, while more detail on the plug-in manifest itself can be found in Chapter 3.

Although the editor is a convenient way to modify the plug-in’s description, it’s still useful to peek at the source behind the scenes to see how the editor’s different parts relate to the underlying code. Click the MANIFEST.MF tab to display the source of the `META-INF/MANIFEST.MF` file that defines the runtime aspects of this plug-in (see Figure 2–7). The first two lines define it as an OSGi manifest file (see Section 3.3, Plug-in Manifest, on page 113). Subsequent lines specify plug-in name, version, identifier, classpath, and plug-ins on which this plug-in depends. All these aspects are editable using other pages in the plug-in manifest editor.

![Figure 2–7 Plug-in manifest editor MANIFEST.MF page.](image)

### New in Eclipse 3.4

The **Eclipse-LazyStart: true** directive in the MANIFEST.MF file has been replaced with **Bundle-ActivationPolicy: lazy**. Both directives have the same semantics; only the name has changed.
Clicking on the `plugin.xml` tab of the editor displays the `plugin.xml` file that defines the extension aspects of this plug-in (see Figure 2–8). The first line declares this to be an XML file, while subsequent lines specify plug-in extensions.

![Figure 2–8 Plug-in manifest editor plugin.xml page.](image1)

The **This plug-in is a singleton** option was added in Eclipse 3.4.

![Figure 2–9 Plug-in manifest editor Overview page.](image2)
The **Overview** page of the manifest editor shows a summary of the plug-in manifest (see Figure 2–9). The section on this page describing general information, such as the plug-in identifier (ID), version, name, class, and provider, corresponds to the first chunk of source in the `META-INF/MANIFEST.MF` file:

```
Bundle-Name: Favorites Plug-in
Bundle-SymbolicName: com.qualityeclipse.favorites; singleton:=true
Bundle-Version: 1.0.0
Bundle-Activator: com.qualityeclipse.favorites.FavoritesActivator
Bundle-Vendor: QualityEclipse
Bundle-RequiredExecutionEnvironment: JavaSE-1.5
```

You can edit the information on the **Overview** page or switch to the **MANIFEST.MF** page and edit the source directly.

**Tip:** Making changes to any page other than the **plugin.xml** and **MANIFEST.MF** pages may cause the manifest editor to reformat the source. If you are particular about the formatting of either manifest file, then either use only the **plugin.xml** and **MANIFEST.MF** pages to perform editing or use another editor.

**Caution:** The formatting rules of `META-INF/MANIFEST.MF` include some quite nonintuitive rules related to line length and line wrapping. Edit **plugin.xml** with care, and **META-INF/MANIFEST.MF** with caution!

The reliance of this plug-in on other plug-ins in the system appears on the **Dependencies** page of the plug-in manifest editor (see Figure 2–10).

![Figure 2–10](image-url) **Figure 2–10** Plug-in manifest editor Dependencies page.
This corresponds to the Require-Bundle chunk of source in the META-INF/MANIFEST.MF file:

```
Require-Bundle: org.eclipse.ui,
    org.eclipse.core.runtime
```

For the Favorites plug-in, this section indicates a dependency on the org.eclipse.core.runtime and org.eclipse.ui plug-ins. This dependency declaration differs from the Favorites project’s Java build path (also known as the compile-time classpath) because the Java build path is a compile-time artifact, while the plug-in dependency declaration comes into play during plug-in execution. Because the project was created as a plug-in project and has the org.eclipse.pde.PluginNature nature (see Section 14.3, Natures, on page 561 for more on project natures), any changes to this dependency list will automatically be reflected in the Java build path, but not the reverse. If these two aspects of your plug-in get out of sync, then you can have a plug-in that compiles and builds but does not execute properly.

**Tip:** Edit this dependency list rather than the Java build path so that the two are automatically always in sync.

Alternatively, the dependencies could have been expressed as Imported Packages on the Dependencies page of the manifest editor (see Figure 2–10 and the end of Section 3.3.3, Plug-in dependencies, on page 116). This would correspond to an Import-Package chunk of source in the META-INF/MANIFEST.MF file looking something like this:

```
Import-Package: org.eclipse.ui.views,
    org.eclipse.core.runtime.model
```

The Runtime page of the manifest editor (see Figure 2–11) corresponds to the Bundle-ClassPath chunk of source in the META-INF/MANIFEST.MF file, which defines what libraries are delivered with the plug-in and used by the plug-in during execution, what package prefixes are used within each library (used to speed up plug-in loading time), and whether other plug-ins can reference the code in the library (see Section 21.2.5, Related plug-ins, on page 783 for more on package visibility). For the Favorites plug-in, all the code is contained in the com.qualityeclipse.favorites_1.0.0.jar itself, so no Bundle-ClassPath declaration is necessary.

The Favorites plug-in does not export any packages for other plug-ins to use or extend.
The Extensions page (see Figure 2–12) displays how this plug-in augments the functionality already provided by other plug-ins in the system, and corresponds to the `<extension point="org.eclipse.ui.views">` chunk of XML in the plugin.xml file:

```xml
<extension
  point="org.eclipse.ui.views">
  <category
    name="QualityEclipse"
    id="com.qualityeclipse.favorites">
  </category>
  <view
    name="Favorites"
    icon="icons/sample.gif"
    category="com.qualityeclipse.favorites"
    class="com.qualityeclipse.favorites.views.FavoritesView"
    id="com.qualityeclipse.favorites.views.FavoritesView">
  </view>
</extension>
```

The Favorites plug-in declares an extension to the org.eclipse.ui plug-in using the org.eclipse.ui.views extension point by providing an additional category of views named QualityEclipse and a new view in that cat-
category named Favorites. Selecting an item in the tree on the left in the Extensions page causes the properties for that item to appear on the right. In this case, selecting Favorites (view) on the Extensions page displays the name, identifier, class, and more information about the Favorites view that is being declared. This corresponds to the XML attributes defined in the <view> chunk of XML shown previously.

![Figure 2–12 Plug-in manifest editor Extensions page.](image)

Finally, the Extension Points page of the manifest editor (see Figure 2–13) facilitates the definition of new extension points so that other plug-ins can augment the functionality provided by this plug-in. At this time, the Favorites plug-in doesn’t define any extension points and therefore cannot be augmented by other plug-ins (see Section 17.2, Defining an Extension Point, on page 639).

![Figure 2–13 Plug-in manifest editor Extension Points page.](image)
2.3.2 The Activator or Plug-in class

Every plug-in optionally can declare a class that represents the plug-in from a programmatic standpoint as displayed on the manifest editor's Overview page (see Figure 2–9). This class is referred to as an Activator (or, in earlier versions of Eclipse, a Plug-in class). In the Favorites plug-in, this class is named `com.qualityeclipse.favorites.FavoritesActivator`.

```java
package com.qualityeclipse.favorites;
import org.eclipse.jface.resource.ImageDescriptor;
import org.eclipse.ui.plugin.AbstractUIPlugin;
import org.osgi.framework.BundleContext;

/**
 * The activator class controls the plug-in life cycle
 */
public class FavoritesActivator extends AbstractUIPlugin {

    // The plug-in ID
    public static final String PLUGIN_ID = "com.qualityeclipse.favorites";

    // The shared instance
    private static FavoritesActivator plugin;

    /**
     * The constructor
     */
    public FavoritesActivator() {
    }

    /**
     * This method is called upon plug-in activation.
     */
    public void start(BundleContext context) throws Exception {
        super.start(context);
        plugin = this;
    }

    /**
     * This method is called when the plug-in is stopped.
     */
    public void stop(BundleContext context) throws Exception {
        plugin = null;
        super.stop(context);
    }

    /**
     * Returns the shared instance
     */
    public static FavoritesActivator getDefault() {
        return plugin;
    }
```
/**
 * Returns an image descriptor for the image file at the given plug-in relative path
 * @param path the path
 * @return the image descriptor
 */
public static ImageDescriptor getImageDescriptor(String path) {
    return imageDescriptorFromPlugin(PLUGIN_ID, path);
}

If the Bundle-ActivationPolicy in the META-INF/MANIFEST.MF file is lazy, then when the plug-in is activated, the Eclipse system instantiates the activator class before loading any other classes in it. This corresponds to the “Activate this plug-in when one of its classes is loaded.” checkbox on the Overview page of the manifest editor (see Figure 2–9). This single activator class instance is used by the Eclipse system throughout the life of the plug-in and no other instance is created.

Tip: For more background on Bundle-ActivationPolicy, see http://wiki.eclipse.org/Lazy_Start_Bundles.

Typically, activator classes declare a static field to reference this singleton so that it can be easily shared throughout the plug-in as needed. In this case, the Favorites plug-in defines a field named plugin that is assigned in the start method and accessed using the getDefault method.

Tip: The Eclipse system always instantiates exactly one instance of an active plug-in’s Activator class. Do not create instances of this class yourself.

2.3.3 The Favorites view

In addition to the plug-in manifest and plug-in class, the New Plug-in Project wizard generated code for a simple view (in the following sample) called Favorites. At this point, the view creates and displays information from a sample model; in subsequent chapters, however, this view will be hooked up to a favorites model and will display information from the favorites items contained within that model. Eclipse 3.4 generates additional code unnecessary for this exercise, so adjust the generated code to appear as shown below.
package com.qualityeclipse.favorites.views;

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Composite;
import org.eclipse.ui.part.*;
import org.eclipse.jface.viewers.*;
import org.eclipse.swt.graphics.Image;
import org.eclipse.jface.action.*;
import org.eclipse.jface.dialogs.MessageDialog;
import org.eclipse.ui.*;
import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Menu;
import org.eclipse.swt.SWT;

/**
 * This sample class demonstrates how to plug-in a new workbench
 * view. The view shows data obtained from the model. The sample
 * creates a dummy model on the fly, but a real implementation
 * would connect to the model available either in this or another
 * plug-in (e.g., the workspace). The view is connected to the
 * model using a content provider.
 * <p>
 * The view uses a label provider to define how model objects
 * should be presented in the view. Each view can present the
 * same model objects using different labels and icons, if
 * needed. Alternatively, a single label provider can be shared
 * between views in order to ensure that objects of the same type
 * are presented in the same way everywhere.
 * <p>
 */
public class FavoritesView extends ViewPart {
    private TableViewer viewer;

    /**
     * The content provider class is responsible for providing
     * objects to the view. It can wrap existing objects in
     * adapters or simply return objects as-is. These objects may
     * be sensitive to the current input of the view, or ignore it
     * and always show the same content (Task List, for
     * example).
     */
    class ViewContentProvider
        implements IStructuredContentProvider
    {
        public void inputChanged(Viewer v, Object oldInput, Object newInput) {}
        public void dispose() {}
        public Object[] getElements(Object parent) {
            return new String[] { "One", "Two", "Three" };}
    }
/*
 * The label provider class is responsible for translating
 * objects into text and images that are displayed
 * in the various cells of the table.
 */

class ViewLabelProvider extends LabelProvider
    implements ITableLabelProvider
{
    public String getColumnText(Object obj, int index) {
        return getText(obj);
    }

    public Image getColumnImage(Object obj, int index) {
        return getImage(obj);
    }

    public Image getImage(Object obj) {
        return PlatformUI.getWorkbench().getSharedImages()
            .getImage(ISharedImages.IMG_OBJ_ELEMENT);
    }
}

/**
 * The constructor.
 */
public FavoritesView() {
}

/**
 * This is a callback that will allow us to create the viewer
 * and initialize it.
 */

public void createPartControl(Composite parent) {
    viewer = new TableViewer(
        parent, SWT.MULTI | SWT.H_SCROLL | SWT.V_SCROLL);
    viewer.setContentProvider(new ViewContentProvider());
    viewer.setLabelProvider(new ViewLabelProvider());
    viewer.setInput(getViewSite());
}

/**
 * Passing the focus request to the viewer's control.
 */
public void setFocus() {
    viewer.getControl().setFocus();
}

2.4 Building a Product

Building a product involves packaging up only those elements to be delivered
in a form that the customer can install into his or her environment. You can
build the product in several different ways, including manually or by using a Windows batch script, a UNIX shell script, or an Apache Ant script. You can deliver the end product as a single compressed file or as a stand-alone executable. For our purposes, the Favorites plug-in will be delivered with source code as a single compressed zip file.

### 2.4.1 Building manually

Building a product manually involves launching an Eclipse Export wizard, filling out a few fields, and clicking the Finish button. Select the File > Export command to launch the desired export wizard. On the first wizard page (see Figure 2–14), select Deployable plug-ins and fragments and then click the Next button.

![Export wizard page 1—choosing the type of export.](image)

On the second page of the Export wizard (see Figure 2–15), select the plug-ins to be exported, enter the name of the zip file to contain the result, and select the options shown. In addition, specify that this export operation be saved as an Ant script in a file named build-favorites.xml in the com.qualityeclipse.favorites project and check the Include source code option, then click Finish.
The created zip file contains a single plug-in JAR file (a plug-in can be deployed as a single JAR file as of Eclipse 3.1):

`plugins/com.qualityeclipse.favorites_1.0.0.jar`

And that plug-in JAR file contains the plug-in as specified in the Export wizard:

- com.qualityeclipse.favorites classes
- com.qualityeclipse.favorites source files
- plugin.xml
- icons/sample.gif
- META-INF/MANIFEST.MF
Unfortunately, this process is manual, and therefore prone to errors. Manually building a product is fine once or twice, but what if a different person in the company needs to build the product? What happens as the product grows and encompasses more plug-ins? A product needs a repeatable and reliable method for building it.

### 2.4.2 Building with Apache Ant

An Apache Ant script provides a reliable, flexible, and repeatable process for building a plug-in project. There is a little more up-front work to set up an Ant script, but it is much less error-prone over time than building a product manually. For more information about Ant and constructing more complex build scripts, see Chapter 19.

Eclipse can generate simple Ant scripts. The prior section specified that the Export wizard generates an Ant script file named `build-favorites.xml` in the `com.qualityeclipse.favorites` project:

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<project default="plugin_export" name="build">
  <target name="plugin_export">
    <pde.exportPlugins
      destination="C:\Build\QualityEclipse"
      exportSource="true"
      exportType="zip"
      filename="FavoritesProduct.zip"
      plugins="com.qualityeclipse.favorites"
      useJARFormat="true" />
  </target>
</project>
```

The preceding simple script works well from the Eclipse UI; however, unfortunately, the `pde.exportPlugins` and other `pde.export*` tasks are asynchronous and cannot be used in a headless environment (see Bugzilla entry 58413 at bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=58413) making it difficult to build more than simple scripts.

If you want your build script to do more than just export plug-ins (see Section 3.2.1, Link files, on page 111), then you’ll need a more complex Ant script similar to the following. For more on Ant and build scripts, see Chapter 19, Building a Product.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<project default="plugin_export" name="build">
  <target name="plugin_export">
    <!-- Define build directories -->
    <property name="build.root" location="/Build/QualityEclipse" />
    <property name="build.temp" location="${build.root}/temp" />
    <property name="build.out" location="${build.root}/product" />
    <!-- Create build directories -->
    <delete dir="${build.temp}" />
    <mkdir dir="${build.temp}" />
    <mkdir dir="${build.out}" />
    <!-- Read the MANIFEST.MF -->
    <copy file="META-INF/MANIFEST.MF" todir="${build.temp}" />
    <replace file="${build.temp}/MANIFEST.MF">
      <replacefilter token=":" value="=" />
      <replacefilter token=";" value="=" />
      <replacetoken;></replacetoken>
      <replacevalue>
        <replacetoken>
      </replacevalue>
    </replace>
    <property file="${build.temp}/MANIFEST.MF"/>
    <!-- Plugin locations -->
    <property name="plugin.jarname" value="com.qualityeclipse.favorites_${Bundle-Version}" />
    <property name="plugin.jar" location="${build.temp}/jars/plugins/${plugin.jarname}.jar" />
    <property name="product.zip" value="${build.out}/Favorites_v${Bundle-Version}.zip" />
    <!-- Assemble plug-in JAR -->
    <mkdir dir="${build.temp}/jars/plugins" />
    <zip destfile="${plugin.jar}">
      <zipfileset dir="bin" />
      <zipfileset dir="." includes="META-INF/MANIFEST.MF" />
      <zipfileset dir="." includes="plugin.xml" />
      <zipfileset dir="." includes="icons/**/*.gif" />
      <zipfileset dir="." includes="src/**/*" />
    </zip>
    <!-- Assemble the product zip -->
    <zip destfile="${product.zip}">
      <fileset dir="${build.temp}/jars" />
    </zip>
  </target>
</project>
To execute this Ant script, right-click on the build-favorites.xml file and select Run Ant… (see Figure 2–16). When the Ant wizard appears, click on the JRE tab and select the Run in the same JRE as the workspace option (see Figure 2–17). Click the Run button to build the product.

**Figure 2–16** The build.xml popup context menu.

**Tip:** If your Ant script uses Eclipse-specific Ant tasks, such as pde.exportPlugins, then you must select the Run in the same JRE as the workspace option for your Ant script to execute properly.
2.5 Installing and Running the Product

To install the Favorites plug-in, do the following.

- Shut down Eclipse
- Unzip the Favorites_v1.0.0.zip file into your Eclipse directory (e.g., C:/eclipse)
- Verify that the favorites plug-in is in the /plugins directory (e.g., C:/eclipse/plugins/com.qualityeclipse.favorites_1.0.0.jar)
- Restart Eclipse

Tip: Eclipse caches plug-in information in a configuration directory (see Section 3.4.5, Plug-in configuration files, on page 123). If you are installing a new version of your plug-in over an already installed one without incrementing the version number, then use the -clean command-line option when launching Eclipse so that it will rebuild its cached plug-in information.
After Eclipse has restarted, from the Window menu, select Show View > Other... (see Figure 2–18) to open the Show View dialog (see Figure 2–19). In the dialog, expand the Quality Eclipse category, select Favorites, and then click the OK button. This causes the Favorites view to open (see Figure 2–20).

![Figure 2–18](image1)

**Figure 2–18**  Show View > Other... from the Window menu.

![Figure 2–19](image2)

**Figure 2–19**  Show View dialog.

![Figure 2–20](image3)

**Figure 2–20**  The Favorites view in its initial and simplest form.
2.6 Debugging the Product

Inevitably, during the course of producing a product, you’ll need to debug a problem or you’ll simply have to gain a better understanding of the code through a means more enlightening than just reviewing the source code. You can use the Runtime Workbench to determine exactly what happens during product execution so that you can solve problems.

2.6.1 Creating a configuration

The first step in this process is to create a configuration in which the product can be debugged. Start by selecting Debug Configurations… in the Debug toolbar menu (see Figure 2–21).

![Debug menu](image1)

**Figure 2–21** Debug menu.

![New configuration](image2)

**Figure 2–22** Defining a new configuration.
In the dialog that appears (see Figure 2–22), select Eclipse Application and then click the New button. Next, enter “Favorites” as the name of the configuration.

### 2.6.2 Selecting plug-ins and fragments

After the preceding, select the Plug-ins tab and plug-ins selected below only in the Launch with combo box (see Figure 2–23). In the list of plug-ins, make sure that the Favorites plug-in is selected in the Workspace Plug-ins category but not in the External Plug-ins category.

**Tip:** Plug-in projects specified in the configuration take precedence over plug-ins installed in Eclipse itself. If you have a plug-in project with the same identifier as a plug-in installed in Eclipse and want to use the installed plug-in in the Runtime Workbench rather than the plug-in project, uncheck the plug-in project in the Workspace Plug-ins category and check the installed plug-in in the External Plug-ins category.

![Figure 2–23 Selecting plug-ins in the configuration.](image-url)
2.6.3 Launching the Runtime Workbench

Click the Debug button to launch the Eclipse Application in the Runtime Workbench to debug the product. Now that you’ve defined the configuration and used it once, it appears in the Debug toolbar menu (see Figure 2–21). Selecting it from that menu launches the Runtime Workbench without opening the Configuration wizard.

After clicking the Debug button in the Configuration wizard or selecting Favorites from the Debug toolbar menu, Eclipse opens a second workbench window (the Runtime Workbench, as opposed to the Development Workbench). This Runtime Workbench window executes the code in the projects contained in the Development Workbench. Making changes and setting breakpoints in the Development Workbench affects the execution of the Runtime Workbench (see Section 1.10, Introduction to Debugging, on page 59 for more about this).

2.7 PDE Views

The Plug-in Development Environment (PDE) provides several views for inspecting various aspects of plug-ins. To open the various PDE views, select Window > Show View > Other…; in the Show View dialog, expand both the PDE and PDE Runtime categories.

2.7.1 The Plug-in Registry view

The Plug-in Registry view displays a tree view of all plug-ins discovered in the current workspace (see Figure 2–24). Expanding the plug-in in the tree shows its components such as extension points, extensions, prerequisites, and runtime libraries.

Figure 2–24 The Plug-in Registry view.
2.7.2 The Plug-ins view

The Plug-ins view shows a tree list of external plug-ins and plug-in projects in the current workspace and provides a quick way to review plug-ins that already exist (see Figure 2–25). In the tree, you can expand each external plug-in to browse the files located in the plug-in directory. Unfortunately, if that plug-in is contained in a JAR file rather than a directory (new in Eclipse 3.1), the files are not displayed in this view (see Bugzilla entry 89143 at bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=89143). Double-clicking on a file element opens that file in an editor for viewing, and there are several useful actions in the context menu such as Add to Java Search (see Section 1.6.2.1, Java Plug-in Search, on page 32), Find References and Open Dependencies.

![Figure 2–25](image)

2.7.3 The Plug-in Dependencies view

The Plug-in Dependencies view shows a hierarchy of which plug-ins are dependent on which other plug-ins, which in turn are dependent on other plug-ins, and so on (see Figure 2–26). When the view opens, first right-click on the `com.qualityeclipse.favorites` plug-in and select Focus On. Double-clicking on an element in the tree opens the plug-in manifest editor for the corresponding plug-in.
2.7.4 Plug-in Artifact Search

In addition to the views described above, PDE provides the ability to search for extension references, extension point declarations, and plug-ins all in one place. Type Ctrl+Shift+A to open the PDE search dialog (see Figure 2–27), then enter the plug-in ID to filter the list. The dialog also includes filters for extensions and extension points to help you quickly and easily find what you are looking for.
2.7.5 Plug-in Spy

To find more information about the currently selected user interface element, open the Plug-in Spy (see Figure 2–28) by pressing Alt+Shift+F1. The Plug-in Spy (also known as the PDE Spy) currently provides information about selections, editors, views, dialogs, preference pages, and wizards. When reviewing the information provided by the Plug-in Spy, clicking on the various hyperlinks opens the Plug-in Manifest editor on that plug-in.

![Figure 2–28 Plug-in Spy popup.](image)

2.8 Writing Plug-in Tests

Eclipse is a continually moving target, and when building plug-ins, tests are necessary to ensure that the product continues to function properly over multiple releases. If the goal was to develop and release a plug-in once, then manual testing would suffice; however, a combination of automated and manual tests are better at preventing regressions from creeping into the product over time.
2.8.1 **Test preparation**

Before a test for the **Favorites** view can be created, you must modify the **Favorites** plug-in manifest so that the appropriate classes are visible to the test plug-in. Open the plug-in manifest editor by double-clicking on the `plugin.xml` file, then switch to the **Runtime** page (see Figure 2–11). In the **Exported Packages** section, click **Add...**, select the `com.qualityeclipse.favorites.views` package and save the changes by selecting **File > Save**.

Tip: You can limit the visibility of your exported packages by specifying which plug-ins can access a package in the **Package Visibility** section of the **Runtime** page in the plug-in manifest editor (see Section 21.2.5, Related plug-ins, on page 783). Alternatively, you can place tests into a fragment so that no packages need to be exported (for more on fragments, see Section 16.3, Using Fragments, on page 629).

Next, add the appropriate accessor so that the test can validate the view content. In the **FavoritesView** class, add the following method:

```java
/**
 * For testing purposes only.
 * @return the table viewer in the Favorites view
 */
public TableViewer getFavoritesViewer() {
    return viewer;
}
```

2.8.2 **Creating a Plug-in test project**

Use the same procedure as outlined in Section 2.2, Creating a Plug-in Project, on page 72, to create a new plug-in project with the following exceptions:

- Name the project `com.qualityeclipse.favorites.test`
- Uncheck the Create a plug-in using one of these templates checkbox

After the project has been created, use the **Dependencies** page of the plug-in manifest editor (see Figure 2–10 on page 79) to add the following required plug-ins and then save the changes:

- `com.qualityeclipse.favorites`
- `org.junit4`

2.8.3 **Creating a Plug-in test**

When a project has been created and the plug-in manifest modified, it’s time to create a simple test for the **Favorites** plug-in (see the following code example). The goal of the test is to show the **Favorites** view, validate its content, and then hide the view.
package com.qualityeclipse.favorites.test;

import static org.junit.Assert.assertArrayEquals;
import static org.junit.Assert.assertEquals;
import org.eclipse.core.runtime.Platform;
import org.eclipse.jface.viewers.IStructuredContentProvider;
import org.eclipse.jface.viewers.ITableLabelProvider;
import org.eclipse.jface.viewers.TableViewer;
import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Display;
import org.eclipse.ui.PlatformUI;
import org.junit.After;
import org.junit.Before;
import org.junit.Test;
import com.qualityeclipse.favorites.views.FavoritesView;

/**
 * The class <code>FavoritesViewTest</code> contains tests
 * for the class {@link com.qualityeclipse.favorites.views.FavoritesView}.
 * @pattern JUnit Test Case
 * @generatedBy CodePro Studio
 */

public class FavoritesViewTest
{

private static final String VIEW_ID =
    "com.qualityeclipse.favorites.views.FavoritesView";

/**
 * The object that is being tested.
 * @see com.qualityeclipse.favorites.views.FavoritesView
 */
private FavoritesView testView;

/**
 * Perform pre-test initialization.
 */
@Before
public void setUp() throws Exception {
    // Initialize the test fixture for each test
    // that is run.
    waitForJobs();
    testView = (FavoritesView)
        PlatformUI
            .getWorkbench()
            .getActiveWorkbenchWindow()
            .getActivePage()
            .showView(VIEW_ID);

    // Delay for 3 seconds so that
    // the Favorites view can be seen.
    waitForJobs();
    delay(3000);

    // Add additional setup code here.
}
/**
 * Run the view test.
 */
@Test
public void testView() {
    TableViewer viewer = testView.getFavoritesViewer();
    Object[] expectedContent =
        new Object[] { "One", "Two", "Three" };
    Object[] expectedLabels =
        new String[] { "One", "Two", "Three" };

    // Assert valid content.
    IStructuredContentProvider contentProvider =
        (IStructuredContentProvider) viewer.getContentProvider();
    assertArrayEquals(expectedContent,
                      contentProvider.getElements(viewer.getInput()));

    // Assert valid labels.
    ITableLabelProvider labelProvider =
        (ITableLabelProvider) viewer.getLabelProvider();
    for (int i = 0; i < expectedLabels.length; i++)
        assertEquals(expectedLabels[i],
                     labelProvider.getColumnText(expectedContent[i], 1));
}

/**
 * Perform post-test cleanup.
 */
@After
public void tearDown() throws Exception {
    // Dispose of test fixture.
    waitForJobs();
    PlatformUI
        .getWorkbench()
        .getActiveWorkbenchWindow()
        .getActivePage()
        .hideView(testView);

    // Add additional teardown code here.
}

/**
 * Process UI input but do not return for the
 * specified time interval.
 */
* @param waitTimeMillis the number of milliseconds
*/
private void delay(long waitTimeMillis) {
    Display display = Display.getCurrent();

    // If this is the UI thread,
    // then process input.
if (display != null) {
    long endTimeMillis =
        System.currentTimeMillis() + waitTimeMillis;
    while (System.currentTimeMillis() < endTimeMillis) {
        if (!display.readAndDispatch())
            display.sleep();
    }
    display.update();
} // Otherwise, perform a simple sleep.
else {
    try {
        Thread.sleep(waitTimeMillis);
    } catch (InterruptedException e) {
        // Ignored.
    }
}

/**
 * Wait until all background tasks are complete.
 */
public void waitForJobs() {
    while (!Job.getJobManager().isIdle())
        delay(1000);
}

2.8.4 Running a Plug-in test

The next step after creating a test class is to configure and execute the test. Similar to creating a runtime configuration (see Section 2.6.1, Creating a configuration, on page 94), creating a test configuration involves right-clicking on the FavoritesViewTest in the Package Explorer and selecting the Run As > JUnit Plug-in Test command. This automatically builds a test configuration and executes the test. You should then see the Runtime Workbench appear, the Favorites view open, and the Runtime Workbench close. The JUnit view indicates that your test executed successfully and the Favorites view content has been validated (see Figure 2–29).

Figure 2–29 The JUnit view.
Right clicking on the FavoritesViewTest once again and selecting Run As > Run Configurations... opens the Configuration wizard (see Figure 2–30). Here you can specify whether a single test should be executed by itself or whether all tests in a project should be executed simultaneously. Eclipse defaults to launching a product, which opens the Welcome view (see Figure 1–2 on page 4) rather than an application. To change this, click on the Main tab and select the Run an application radio button.

![Figure 2–30 The test Configuration wizard.](image)

### 2.8.5 Uninstalling the Favorites plug-in

Use the following steps to delete the Favorites plug-in from the Development Workspace:

1. Close the Favorites view.
2. Shut down Eclipse.
3. Delete the com.quality.favorites_1.0.0.jar file in the Eclipse plug-ins directory.
4. Restart Eclipse. If you get an error message (see Figure 2–31) when restarting, at least one of the Favorites views was not closed when Eclipse was shut down in Step 2.
5. Verify that the Favorites view is no longer available by opening the Show View dialog (see Figure 2–18) and verifying that the Quality Eclipse category is no longer present (see Figure 2–19).

![Problems dialog when restarting Eclipse.](image)

**Figure 2–31** Problems dialog when restarting Eclipse.

### 2.9 Book Samples

The sample code for each chapter in this book can be downloaded and installed into Eclipse for you to review. Download and install the book samples from [http://www.qualityeclipse.com](http://www.qualityeclipse.com) or using the update manager (see Section 18.3.5, Accessing the update site, on page 685) by entering “[http://www.qualityeclipse.com/update](http://www.qualityeclipse.com/update)” (see Figure 18–29 on page 687). Once installed, open the view by selecting Window > QualityEclipse Book Samples (see Figure 2–32).

![QualityEclipse Book Samples View](image)

**Figure 2–32** QualityEclipse Book Samples View

Using the book samples view, you can compare your work to the sample code and load the code for particular chapters for review.
2.10 Summary

This chapter covered the process of creating, running, debugging, inspecting, and testing a simple plug-in from start to finish. Subsequent chapters will cover every aspect of this process, plus more in much greater detail.
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F
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Job 126
  getJobManager 103
JobManager 126
Jobs API 808
JRE 3, 57, 59
JUnit 63, 99, 101, 106, 113, 253, 268, 275, 283, 345
  Content Assist 346
JUnit Assert 346
JUnit configuration 58
JUnit Plug-in test command 103
JUnit Plug-in Test configuration 59
JUnit Test Case wizard 63
JUnit view 64, 103

K
key
commandId 239
contextId 239
locale 240
platform 240
sequence 239

KeyAdapter 321
Key bindings
declaration 238
Keyboard
commands 320
Keyboard accessibility 285
keyCode 336
KeyEvent 321, 388
Key event 143
KeyListener 146
keyPressed 388
keyReleased 389

Keys preferences 16, 238
Koi xliv

L
Label 151, 451, 459
label
action 245, 259, 264, 272, 274, 279, 281, 790, 793
actionSet 244
command 221
decorator 803, 806
feature 665
menu 220, 223, 244, 267, 271, 274, 278, 280
Label decorations preferences 16, 54–55, 802–803
Label decorators
declaring 803
decorative 806
defined 802
ILightweightLabelDecorator 804
LabelProvider
class 86, 207
extends 203, 308, 370
LabelProviderChangedEvent 805
Label providers
defined 194
editor 370
hierarchy 195
responsibility 86
view 307
WorkbenchLabelProvider 308
WorkbenchPartLabelProvider 308
LabelRetargetAction 388
Label, see GEF/Label
Launch
external programs 600
program 600
launch 600–601, 790–791
Launch Configuration dialog 65
Launch configurations 141, 801
launch dialog 710
launcher, editor 357
Launching
clear workspace data before 252
clear workspace 790–791
configuration 57, 94
Java applications 56
Run 56
Run History 56
running a Java application 55
Runtime Workbench 94, 96
selecting plug-ins 95
Terminate 61
Launching preferences 61
LaunchURL 789–790
LayerConstants 736
Layout
dialog units 448
management 178
null 448
layout 169, 171
Layouts, null layout 178
lazy initialization
action filtering and enablement 241
delayed change events 420
extension points 119, 645, 652
IActionDelegate 260
libraries 116
Libraries page 21
license, feature 665
lightweight, decorator 803, 806
LinearUndoEnforcer 400
LinearUndoViolationUserApprover 400
LineNumberReader 364, 366
line.separator 320, 323
Link files 111
List
class 143, 156, 200
example 158
ListDialog 445
List-oriented viewers 193
ListSelectionDialog 445
ListViewer 200, 202
List Viewers, example 202
load 493, 505
loadDefault 493
loadDialogSettings 126
loadFavorite 653–654, 658–659
loadFavorites 343–344
Loading Sample Code 105
Locale 240
Local History 47
Local history 46
Local History preferences 17, 47
location, decorator 803, 806
locationURI 220, 230, 319
   menuContribution 220, 222–223, 229, 763
locationURL 228
locatorURI 325, 334
Log 127
logError 129, 339, 344, 418, 650, 654, 789, 791, 813
   .log file 131
Logging 128
logInfo 129
Long-running operations 808
loosely coupled 637
M
macrodef 708
mailing lists 828
mailto, syntax 793
main 139
make 693
MalformedURLException 789
managing native resources 188
MANIFEST.MF page 77, 79, 583, 634
Manifest-Version 583, 634
Marker 361
markerHelp
   helpContextId 598
   markerType 598
markerResolutionGenerator
   class 557
   element 556
   markerType 557
MarkerResolutionSelectionDialog 445
Markers
   attributes 553
   creating and deleting 551
   data structures 549
   defined 548
   finding 561
   help 598
   Java compiler usage 548
   quick fix 556
   resolution 556
   resolution example 559
   types 549
   markers
   delete 570
MarkerTransfer 330
matchingStrategy, editor 357
Match rules
   compatible 632, 672
   equivalent 632, 672
   greater or equal 632, 672
   perfect 632, 672
   required plug-ins 671
Maximum file size field 47
MaxPermSize 3
MB_ADDITIONS 248, 317
Members view 8, 270
Memory leaks, preventing 346
Menu
   class 143, 145, 177, 317
   example 177
   menu
      checked 569
      context 228
      id 220, 244, 267, 271, 274, 278, 280
      label 220, 223, 244, 267, 271, 274, 278, 280
      listener 569
      locationURL 228
      mnemonic 221
      org.eclipse.ui.main.menu 220
      path 244, 267, 271, 274, 278, 280
      popup 228
      pulldown 228
      selection listener 569
      visibleWhen 223–224, 227, 229
menuAboutToShow 382
menubarPath 249
menubarPath, action 245, 259, 264, 272, 275, 279, 281, 790, 793
Menu Contribution 220
menuContribution 220–221, 223, 229–230, 319, 325
   label (default) 219
   locationURI 220, 222–223, 229, 763
   locationURL 228
   org.eclipse.ui.main.menu 242
   visibleWhen 220
Menu event 143
Menu groups 245
MenuItem 143, 175–177, 569
menu item 245
   editor 229
   view 228
MenuListener 175, 569
MenuManager 388
Menus
   & 285
   additions 317
   defined 174
   Edit 11
   File 11
   groupMarker 267, 274
   Help 12
   insertion points 248
Index

Navigate 12
Project 12
Run 12
Search 12
separator 274, 317
submenu 267, 270, 274
top-level menu discussion 255
underscore 285
view 319
Window 12
MessageBox 442
MessageDialog 397
class 394, 444
openQuestion 394
MessageDialogWithToggle 444
MessageFormat
class 457
format 457, 624
Messages 624, 627
messages.properties file 624, 627, 635
.metadata 342
metadata 342
.metadata directory 345, 501
Metrics 820
Microsoft 137
mnemonic
command 221
menu 221
Models
commands 313
display 369
editor 363
handlers 313
parsing 363
saving snapshot 345
saving state 343
singleton 299
view 295
Modified Type view 26
ModifyEvent 161
Modify event 143
Modifying the Eclipse Base 797
ModifyListener 154, 159, 161–162, 476
modifyText 161–162
More Info button 674
MOUSE_CLICK_SELECTION 336
MouseAdapter 339
mouseDoubleClick 339
MouseEvent 336, 339
Mouse event 143
MouseListener 146
MouseMove event 143
MouseMoveListener 146
MouseTrack event 143
MouseMoveListener 146
Move command 43

MultiPageEditorActionBarContributor 385
MultiPageEditorPart 358
class 379
example 360
extends 360
methods 359
MultiPageEditor, setPageImage 359
MultiStatus 130
MyEclipse Enterprise Workbench 823
Mylyn 65–69, 132
Searching Bugzilla 67
Task List view 67
Mylyn Query wizard 67

N
name
Ant target 694
attribute 119, 263
category 292, 470, 605, 618
cheatsheet 605–606
command 219, 763
category 219
editor 356, 761
element 640
type 642
page 486, 498–499, 516, 530
perspective 425–426
view 293, 618, 755
wizard 470, 472
nameFilter 260
nameFilter, objectContribution 257
nameFilter, page 517
Naming projects 73
National Language Support, see Internationalization
native resources 188
nativeToJava 332
natureId, image 567
Natures
add 570–571
associating projects 568
associating builders 564
conflicting natures 567
declaring 562
defined 561
element 562
existing in Eclipse 562
hadNatures 537
hasNature 564
id 571
image 567
IProjectNature 565
org.eclipse.pde.PluginNature 80
projectNature action attribute 263
remove 570–571
required natures 566
tag 24
nature tag 24
Navigate > Go to Line... command 27
Navigate > Open Type... command 26
Navigate > Open Type Hierarchy... command 27
Navigate > Open Type in Hierarchy command 27
Navigate menu 12
Navigating the Workbench 26
Navigator view 12, 21, 33, 349, 403, 694, 802
needsSaving 505
Nested preference pages 498
Network Connections preferences 16
New > action command 245, 271, 273, 279, 281
New > actionSet command 243, 436
New > attribute command 550
New > builder command 537, 564
New > category command 219, 291
New > command command 219
New > contexts command 597
New > editorContribution command 280
New > Extension... command 217, 243
New > filter command 519
New > groupMarker command 245
New > itemType command 658
New > key command 238
New > menu command 244, 267, 271, 274, 278, 280
New > page command 516
New > persistent command 550
New > perspective command 425
New > perspectiveExtension command 431
New > perspectiveShortcut command 435
New > Project... command 50, 52, 72
New > Reference > itemType command 648
New > Repository Location... command 50, 797
New > run command 537, 565
New > runtime command 565
New > separator command 245
New > super command 550
New > view command 292, 432
New > viewerContribution command 271, 278
New > viewShortcut command 434
New > wizard command 471
newCommand 546
New Extension Point wizard 639, 641
New Extension wizard 217, 243, 424, 430, 485, 487, 583, 596, 656, 658
newFavorite 633, 658
newFavoriteFor 344, 786
New Feature wizard 663
New File Type dialog 48
NewFolderDialog 444
New Fragment Project wizard 630
New Java Class dialog 237
New Java Class wizard 24, 249, 426, 557, 565, 658
New Java Package wizard 24
New Plug-in Project wizard 72, 77, 84, 581
New Project wizard 19, 50, 52, 73, 581, 663, 679
New Search view 29, 31
Newsgroup 781
New Template dialog 42
New Update Site wizard 680
NewVersionCheckJob 808–810
New Working Set dialog 34
.null 630
NLS class 627
NLS, see Internationalization
NoClassDefFoundError
ûjar (note funny hat over u) 718
NoClassDefFoundError 116
Non-externalized strings option 628
NonLocalUndoUserApprover 400
Normal identifier 249
not 262
notifyListeners 145
null layout 178
NullProgressMonitor 416
ObjectAction 257
objectClass decorator 803
filters 260
objectContribution 257
page 517
visibility 260
objectContribution adaptable 257
described 270
id 257
nameFilter 257
objectClass 257
ObjectShare xlv
objectState 262
Object Technology International xxxvii, 135
ObjectUndoContext 398
OK_STATUS 395–396
okPressed 447
one-of-nature 567
open 139, 151, 154, 269, 447, 473
OpenBrowserAction 790
openEditor 339, 560
openError 397
Open Favorites View action 247
OpenFavoritesViewActionDelegate 253–254
OpenFavoritesViewHandler 237
OpenFavoritesViewTest 253
Opening help page programmatically 599, 603
Opening Perspectives 50
Opening Web page programmatically 600
Open Perspective menu 435
openURL 789
OpenWebPageHandler 600, 788
OperationCanceledException 542
OperationHistoryFactory 398
OperationStatus 130
Options for accessing internal code 782 or 262
Order and Export page 21
Organize Imports preferences 37
Organizing Import Statements 37
org.eclipse.actionSetPartAssociations 256
org.eclipse.core.commands.IHandler 237
org.eclipse.core.commands.jar 201
org.eclipse.core.expressions.propertyTesters 225
org.eclipse.core.resources 268, 298, 407, 565, 710
org.eclipse.core.resources.bookmark 549
org.eclipse.core.resources.builders 533, 538
org.eclipse.core.resources.markers 550
org.eclipse.core.resources.natures 562
org.eclipse.core.resources.problemmarker 550
org.eclipse.core.resources.taskmarker 550
org.eclipse.core.resources.textmarker 550
org.eclipse.core.runtime 80, 101, 121–122, 129, 131, 415, 501, 794
org.eclipse.core.runtime.jar 201
org.eclipse.core.runtime.jobs 126
org.eclipse.core.runtime.preferences 506
org.eclipse.core.runtime.products 677
org.eclipse.debug.core
statusHandlers extension point 131
org.eclipse.equinox.common.jar 201
org.eclipse.help.contexts 396–397
org.eclipse.help.toc 586
org.eclipse.help.ui 789
org.eclipse.help.ui.browser 789
org.eclipse.jdt.core 298
org.eclipse.jdt.core.IJavaElement 225
org.eclipse.jdt.core.javannature 562
org.eclipse.jdt.ui 304
org.eclipse.jface.action 85
org.eclipse.jface.dialogs 85, 442, 446
org.eclipse.jface.fieldassist 468
org.eclipse.jface.jar 201
org.eclipse.jface.preference 489–490
org.eclipse.jface.resource 83
org.eclipse.jface.text 213, 371
org.eclipse.jface.text.jar 201
org.eclipse.jface.wizard 464–465, 469
org.eclipse.pde.build 710
org.eclipse.pde.FeatuRenature 562
org.eclipse.pde.PluginNature 80, 562
org.eclipse.pde.UpdateSiteNature 562
org.eclipse.platform 677
org.eclipse.swt 85, 154, 156, 158, 161, 165, 168, 170, 172, 174, 177, 179, 181, 184, 187, 202, 206, 210, 213, 442
org.eclipse.swt.custom 213
org.eclipse.swt.events 154, 156, 158, 161, 165, 168, 170, 172, 174, 177, 179, 181
org.eclipse.swt.graphics 85, 207, 213
org.eclipse.swt.layout 154, 156, 158, 161, 165, 168, 174, 179, 181, 184, 187, 202, 206, 210, 213
org.eclipse.swt.program 790
org.eclipse.swt.widgets 85, 101, 154, 156, 158, 161, 165, 168, 170, 172, 174, 177, 179, 181, 184, 187, 202, 206, 210, 213
org.eclipse.text.jar 201
org.eclipse.ui 80, 85, 101, 119, 353, 385, 427, 793
org.eclipse.ui.actions 387, 414
org.eclipse.ui.actionSets 242–243
org.eclipse.ui.cheatsheets 605
org.eclipse.ui.cheatsheets.cheatSheetContent 605
org.eclipse.ui.command 218
org.eclipse.ui.decorators 802–803
org.eclipse.ui.editorActions 280
org.eclipse.ui.editors 356
org.eclipse.ui.exportWizards 469–470
org.eclipse.ui.file.properties 522
org.eclipse.ui.handlers 236
org.eclipse.ui.ide 298
org.eclipse.ui.ide.markerHelp 598
org.eclipse.ui.ide.markerResolution 556
org.eclipse.ui.ide.projectNatureImages 567
org.eclipse.ui.ide.workbench 677
org.eclipse.ui.importWizards 470
org.eclipse.ui.main.menu 220
menuContribution 242
org.eclipse.ui.main.toolbar 222
org.eclipse.ui.menus 220
org.eclipse.ui.newWizards 470–471, 485
org.eclipse.ui.part 85, 353
org.eclipse.ui.perspectiveExtensions 430, 434, 437
org.eclipse.ui.perspectives 423, 425–426
org.eclipse.ui.plugin 83
org.eclipse.ui.popup.any 223
org.eclipse.ui.popupMenu 259
org.eclipse.ui.popupMenus 257
org.eclipse.ui.preferencePages 485
org.eclipse.ui.propertyPages 516
org.eclipse.ui.resourcePerspective 435
org.eclipse.ui.startup 121, 421, 816
org.eclipse.ui.views 273
org.eclipse.ui.views 81
org.eclipse.ui.views extension 291
org.eclipse.ui.views.properties 524
org.eclipse.ui.workbench 798
org.junit 101
org.junit.Assert 346
org.osgi.framework 83
OSGi 107–108
Alliance 113
Bundle-ActivationPolicy 77, 84
Bundle-Activator 114, 120
Bundle-ClassPath 116
BundleContext 83
Bundle-Name 114
Bundles 127
Bundle-SymbolicName 114
Bundle-Vendor 114
Bundle-Version 114
defined 113
Eclipse-LazyStart 77
Equinox project 128
Export-Package 116
headers 127
id 127
lazy plug-in loading 109
manifest file, see MANIFEST.MF
osgi.splashPath 678
plug-in class 120
plug-in dependencies 116
plug-in runtime 116
registry changes 128
Require-Bundle 116
state 127
symbolic name 128
web site 113
osgi.splashPath 678
OTI xxxvii–xxxviii, 135–136, 191
Outline view 27–28, 349, 353, 400, 405, 427–428
overrideActionId 259
overrideActionId, action 259, 272
Overview page 79, 83–84

P
p2 661, 683
pack 147, 163, 165–166
Package Explorer view 6–7, 21, 33, 66, 562
Packages view 8

page
adaptable 517
category 487, 498–499, 517, 530
class 487, 498–499, 517, 530
icon 517
id 486, 498–499, 516, 530
name 486, 498–499, 516, 530
nameFilter 517
objectClass 517
pageChange 379, 399
pageSelectionChanged 787
Paint event 143
PaintListener 146
palette 761
Parameterized Types 794
Parameters page 58
ParcPlace 136
parentCategory, category 470
parseType 650
Part Identifiers 797
PartInitException 251, 339, 342, 360, 560, 789
PartSite 799–800
Password 797
Paste 326
paste 155, 160
Path 480
path 263
PathEditor 491
path, menu 244, 267, 271, 274, 278, 280
Paths, example 478
Patterns
singleton 299
templates 40
third-party plug-ins 42
type-safe enumeration 296
PDE 132, 711
adding jars to classpath 722
baseLocation property 714
base property 716
buildDirectory property 714
builder property 714
build.xml 715
feature build templates 715
headless-build 715
headless build templates 715
java compilation level 717, 720, 722
packager build templates 715
plugin build templates 715
Scripts 714
sign and pack jar files 697, 714
Templates 714
topLevelElementId property 716
PDE Build process 711, 714–716, 727
Index 863

pde.exportPlugins 89
PDE Spy 99
PDE Tools > Create Ant Build File command 727
PDE Tools > Externalize Strings... command 619
PDE views 96
performCancel 466
performDefaults 490, 494–495
performFinish 466, 474
performOk 490, 494–495, 520
performOperation 474
PermSize 3
persistentProperty 263
Person
class 200, 202
disabled 201
PersonListLabelProvider 202–203, 210
PersonTableLabelProvider 206–207
PersonTreeContentProvider 210–211
perspective
class 426
icon 426
id 425–426
name 425–426
perspectiveExtension 431
Perspectives
adding action sets 436
adding placeholders 432
adding shortcuts 434
adding views 432
createFolder 428
createInitialLayout 427–428
creating 423
CVS Repository Exploring 50
Debug 10, 59
debbuging 424
enhancing existing 430
factories 426
getEditorArea 428
IPFolderLayout 428
IPageLayout 428–429
IPerspectiveFactory 423, 426–427
Java 7, 13, 19
Java Browsing 7
layout 423
New 425
opening 50
org.eclipse.ui.perspectiveExtensions 430
overview 5
page layout 429
Resource 9, 13, 432, 434–436
RFRS 438
perspectiveShortcut 435–436
Perspectives preferences 16
PlanetEclipse 829
Platform
class 126, 306, 337, 650
class 787
getConfigurationLocation 123
getExtensionRegistry 128
getJobManager 103
resolve 122
resources 188
platform 240
PlatformUI 315, 599, 799, 807, 817
class 86, 101, 253, 269, 297, 398, 599
getActiveWorkbenchWindow 464
getShell 464
getWorkbench 464
Plugin 121
AbstractUIPlugin 125
class 83, 120, 505
detecting disabled early startup 817
disabling early startup 817
download-size 666
early startup 121
element 120
feature 666
find 121
fragment 666
getStateLocation 127
id 666
install-size 666
openStream 121
preferences 122
resources 121
shutdown 120
startup 120
unpack 666
version 666
plugin_customization.ini file 674, 677–678
plugin_customization.properties file 674, 678
PLUGIN_ID 514
Plug-in Dependencies view 97
Plug-in Details button 115
Plug-in Details dialog 674
Plug-in Development Environment, see PDE
Plug-in development projects 19
/plugin directory 345
Plug-in Manifest editor 77
Plug-in Manifest editor, Extensions page 485
plug-in manifest, in relation to runtime classpath 23
Plug-in Project Content page 582
Plug-in Project wizard 72
plugin.properties file 114, 473, 533, 541, 618–
619, 635
Plug-in Registry view 96
Plug-ins 342
also known as Bundles
access 254
Activator 120
cached plug-in information 92
class 120
class loader 811
class visibility 100
configuration directory 92
configuration files 123
converting URLs 122
Core 132
currently installed 126–127
dialog 115
Directory 110
directory name 111
extension registry 128
External 95
favorites plug-in 71
finding 829
fragment 629
from id 126–127
Help 132
Import Source Project 797
JAR file 88
JDT core 132
JDT UI 132
JFace 132
lazy initialization 119
Loader 107
loading 107, 420
Manifest 113
manifest editor page 670
org.eclipse.jdt.ui 304
PDE View 780
precedence 95
preferences 122, 501, 506–507
resources 127
runtime 116
search 98
searching 32
signing and security 115
start 83, 120
state 127
State information, see Workspace metadata
stop 83, 120, 125, 513
SWT 132
team 132
testing 100
tests 99
version 114
with the same identifier 114
Workbench core 132
Workbench UI 132
workspace 95
.plugins 342
plugins directory 92, 680, 683
Plug-ins page 670
Plug-in Spy 99
pluginState 262
Plug-ins view 97, 780, 797
PluginTransfer 330
Plug-in view 97
Plug-in with a view option 72
plugin.xml
actions in reverse order 259
class declaration 116
class visibility 100
declaration 114
dependencies 116
extensions and extension points 118
file 73, 77–78, 81, 108, 110, 533, 541, 575, 585,
633, 727
identifier 114
internationalization 618
name and provider 114
version 114
plugin.xml page 78, 426, 434, 436–437, 585, 597,
640, 790
Pollinate xliv
PolylineConnection 751
popup 228
org.eclipse.ui.popup.any 223
Popup menu 12, 278, 382
PopupMenuExtender 798
PreferenceConstants 488, 495
preferenceCustomization 678
PreferenceInitializer 488, 505
PreferencePage
class 487, 492, 494, 500, 529
validating 494
Preference Pages
dable decorations 802
events/warnings 628
target platform 798
Preferences
*.prefs 501
accessing 503
adding property change listeners 508
API 501
ConfigurationScope 503
createFieldEditors 496
defaults 502
defaults in code 505
defaults in file 506
default values
Boolean 502
double 502
float 502
projectSessionProperty 264
Projects page 21
PROP_DIRTY 359
Properties
  Ant 699
  creating 511
displaying in the Properties dialog 515
  displaying in the Properties view 524
enabledWhen 517
example 512, 527
filters 519
getPersistentProperty 514
getSessionProperty 514
in resources 513
IPropertyChangeListener 508
IResource properties API 513
IWorkbenchPropertyPage 517
opening properties dialogs 522
persistent 513
persistentProperty action attribute 263
projectPersistentProperty action attribute 264
projectSessionProperty action attribute 264
Properties view API 525
PropertyPage 529
property page creation 519
property page declaration 515
resource 513
reusing property pages as preference pages 529
RFRS 530
session 513
sessionProperty action attribute 264
setPropertyPersistentProperty 514
setPropertySessionProperty 514
Show Advanced command 527
PropertiesAuditorNature 565
Properties dialog 23, 138, 511, 515, 522, 573, 669
PropertiesEditor 360
PropertiesEditorContentProvider 369
PropertiesEditorContributor 386, 388
PropertiesEditorLabelProvider 370
PropertiesFileAuditor 540, 548, 551
PropertiesOutlinePage 400–401
Properties view
  API 525
cell validation 527
displaying properties 511, 524
save immediately 349
simple modification tasks 401
ungrouped properties 527
PropertyCategory 364, 374, 396
propertyChange 497, 508
PropertyChangeEvent 508, 810
PropertyDescriptor, methods 526
PropertyElement
class 363, 394
  extends 364, 366
PropertyEntry 363, 374
PropertyFile 366, 396
PropertyFileListener 368, 374
propertyNames 505
PropertyPage 519–520, 529
PropertiesSheet 294
propertyTester 225–226, 228
  forcePluginActivation 228
  not-loaded 228
provider-name, feature 665
pulldown 228
Pull Up command 44
Push Down command 44
putString 345
Q
QNX Momentics 830
QualifiedName 514
QualityEclipse
tools 781
  Web site 482
Quick Fix 40
Quick Fix command 40
R
RadioGroupFieldEditor 491
ratio 433
Rational Application Developer 113, 725
Rational Software family 831
RCP 107–108
defined 817
Eclipse Rich Client Platform book 817
generic application framework 817
SWT usage 137
RCP Developer xliv
readAndDispatch 103, 139–140, 150, 154, 202, 206
readFile 544
readOnly 263
readUTF 333
Ready for Rational Software, see RFRS
REDO 399
redo 394
RedoActionHandler 398
RedoActionHandler 398
redraw 147
Reexport this dependency checkbox 118
Refactor > Extract Constant... command 620
Refactoring
  Preview dialog 45
  rename 333
  usage 42
Refactor menu 11–12, 42
Resource perspective 9, 13, 432–436, 438–439

Resources
  addResourceChangeListener 408
  batching change events 414
  change tracking 407
  delayed changed events 420
  derived 533, 535, 545
  IResourceChangeEvent 408
  IResourceChangeListener 407
  processing change events 411
  properties 513
  remove listener on shutdown 407
  removeResourceChangeListener 408
  setDerived 545

ResourceSelectionDialog 445

ResourcesPlugin
  addResourceChangeListener 408
  addSaveParticipant 420
  class 269, 303, 415, 478, 480, 553, 814
  getRoot 478
  getWorkspace 408, 478
  removeResourceChangeListener 408

ResourceStatus 130

ResourceTransfer 324, 326, 328–331

RetargetAction 387
retarget, action 246
reveal 200, 204, 208
reverting changes 46

RFRS

Actions, global action labels 286
Builders 572
  do not misuse the term “build” 573
  do not replace existing builders 573
  mark created resources as “derived” 573
  must be added by natures 575
  respond to clean build requests 574
  use IResourceProxy objects when possible 574
  use to convert resources 572

certification program xl, 831
Cheat sheets
  illustrate only one task 614
  provide a help link with each step 614
  provide an overview 613

Eclipse attribution 675

Editors 401
  accessing global actions 402
  action filters 404
  closing when the object is deleted 403
  lifecycle 401
Outline view 405
  prefix dirty resources 404
  registering menus 403
  synchronize with external changes 403
  synchronize with the Outline view 405
  unsaved modifications 404
  used to edit or browse 401
RF RS (continued)

Features 689
about.html file contents 690
branded feature visibility 689
do not override product branding 689
include attribution information 689
splash screen restrictions 690

Help 611
context help activated using F1 612
implement active help 612
provide all help via Workbench 612
provide through the Workbench 611
use of additional documentation 613
use of stand-alone help 613

Link files 111
logging 128
Perspectives 438
adding actions to window menu 439
create for long-lived tasks 438
extend existing 438
plugin.properties 473
Preferences dialog use 508
Properties, views use for quick access 530
Views
action filters 351
for navigation 348
global actions from menubar 349
initialization 349
persist state 350
register context menus 350
save immediately 349

Web site 832
Wizards 482
new project switches perspective 483
one-page wizards 484
open new file in editor 483
show new object 483
wizard look and feel 482

RGB 512
RGB 513, 522
Rich Client Platform 107–108
Rich Client Platform, see RCP
rollback 420
rootEditPart 755
RowData
class 181
height 181
width 181

Run 56
run 127, 252, 414, 418, 463, 468, 553
Run > Debug As > Java Application command 59
Run > Debug History command 59
Run > Run As > JUnit Test command 64
Run > Run... command 57, 65
Run > Run History menu 56
Run Ant command 91
Run As > Ant Build... command 694, 704
Run As > Java Application command 56–57, 141
Run As > JUnit Plug-in test command 103
Run As > Run... command 104
Run dialog 141
Run history 56
Run in the same JRE as the workspace option 91, 710
Run menu 12
Running a plug-in test 103
Runtime 791
runtime classpath 23
Runtime page 80, 100, 633
Runtime preferences 705
Runtime Workbench
launch configuration 268
launching 96
using 94, 96, 412, 801
vs. Development Workbench 96

S
SameShellProvider 456, 459
Sample Code Online 105
Sash 143
SaveAsDialog 444
saveFavorites 343–344
saveState 294, 340–342
saveState, view 342
Saving local view information 340
ScalableFreeformRootEditPart 755
Scale 143
ScaleFieldEditor 491
scanPlugin 543
scanProperties 543
schema editor
  accessing 641
  Attribute Details 643
  Documentation 641
  Element Details 645
  Element Reference Details 648
  Extension Element Details 641
  Extension Point Elements 641, 647–648
  General Information 641
  New Attribute button 645
  New Element button 645
schema, extension point 640–641
schema subdirectory 639
ScopedPreferenceStore 503
scripts for PDE 714
Scrollable 148
ScrollBar 143, 145
scrollDown 208
ScrollingGraphicalViewer 755
scrollUp 208
SDP xxxix
search 594
Search > Declarations command 33
Search > Implementors command 33
Search > References command 33
Search > Search... command 28
Search > Write Access command 33
Search dialog 28
Searching 28
declarations 30
file search 28
implementors 30
Java search 30
match locations 30
options 32
plug-ins 32
references 30
regular expressions 28
scope 29–30
working set 30, 33
Search menu 12, 28
Search preferences 16
Search, reference projects 780
Search string field 30–31
Search view 16, 31
select 157, 160, 163, 198
selectAll 155, 157, 163, 167
selectAndReveal 561
Selected resources scope 29–30
selection 324–325, 334
class 264
name 264
selectionChanged 203, 251–252, 269, 314, 322
SelectionChangedEvent 202, 314, 322
SelectionDialog 443
SelectionEvent 154, 158, 161, 168, 177, 179, 310, 314, 318, 476
Selection event 143, 152
SelectionListener 142, 152, 154, 156, 159, 162–163, 166, 172, 176
selection listener 337
selection provider 337
Selections
  provider 306, 317
  publish 317
  structured 306
  view 312
SelectionStatusDialog 444
selectReveal 269
Select Search Scope dialog 579
SelectStringsWizardPage 481
Select Working Sets dialog 33–34
Separator 317, 325, 382, 388
separator 274
sessionProperty 264
setAccelerator 176–177
setActive 151
setActiveEditor 385–386
setActivePage 385–386
setActivePart 269, 463
setAlignment 152, 163
setAllChecked 205
setAllGrayed 205
setAlwaysIncompatible 526–528
setAttribute 554
setAttributes 554–555
setAutoExpandLevel 208, 371
setBackground 147, 164, 167, 189, 755
setBounds 139–140, 147, 154, 178, 206
setBuilderName 546
setBuildSpec 546–547
setCanceled 359, 415
setCategory 527–528
setCellEditors 204
setCellModifier 204
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